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(abstract) 
Acceleration of polarized dcuterons in the KEK 12-GeV 

proton synchrotron is under discussion. To get a highly vec- 
tor polarized deuteron beam, a new type of optically pumped 
polarized ion source (OPPIS) with dual optical pumping has 
been developed. In the preliminary experiment, we found 
that the dual-pumped polarized scheme had a large potential to 
generate highly nuclear-spin polarized negative deuterium 
ions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Polarized protons have been successfully accelerated in 
the KEK 12-GeV proton synchrotron (KEK-PS) since 1985. 
Many experiments have been carried out with polarized proton 
beams so far. Recently, several proposals for the physics ex- 
periments with polarized deutcron beams in the KEK-PS are 
under discussion. 

An ordinary deuteron beam was successfully acceler- 
ated to an energy of 11.2GeV (56GeV/u) in the KEK-PS, the 
limiting energy of the ring, in 1992. [I] The beam intensity of 
the accelerated deuterons reached more than 2 x IO I2 ppp which 
was almost the same as that for protons. Acceleration of po- 
larized deuterons in the synchrotron is rather easier than that of 
polarized protons. Since the anomalous magnetic moment (G) 
of the deutcron is -0.1426, which is 10 times less than that of the 
proton, the number of depolarization resonances that are 
caused by the betatron motions of the beam and imperfection of 
the ring arc quite few during the acceleration of polarized deu- 
terons in the synchrotron compared with polarized protons. 

As for polarized ion source, an optically pumped polar- 
izcd ion source(OPPIS) has been used for generating nuclcar- 
spin polarized negative hydrogen ions so far. It has been 
believed that this type of polarized ion source is not useful to 
produce a highly nuclear-spin polarizcd(vector and tensor) deu- 
terium ions. In this paper, we report the preliminary expcri- 
mental results which showed that the highly vetor polarized 
negative deutcrium ions could be produced by OPPIS with 
dual-optically-pumped technique. 

II. OPPIS FOR DEUTERONS 

An OPPIS has been used for acceleration of polarized 
proton beams in the KEK-PS until now. The idea of this type 
of polarized ion source was proposed by Anderson[‘L] and the 
first operational ion source has been successfully developed at 
KEK. [31 Afterwards, various institutes have developed the 
OPPIS for their accelerators. [4][5][6J 
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In Fig.1, a block diagram of the dual-optically-pumped 
polarized ion source is shown schematically. An energetic 
electron-spin polarized hydrogen beam is generated via pickup 
of a polarized electron by a proton beam of a few keV in an 
optically pumped alkali vapor. Then the atomic polarization of 
the hydrogen beam is transformed into nuclearpolarijration by a 
diabatic transition between hyperline sub-levels (Sona transi- 
tion). Finally, the nuclear-spin polarized hydrogen beam is 
ionized. 

Although OPPIS is very useful to generate. polarized 
protons, it has been thought that OPPIS is inadequate for mak- 
ing highly polarized deuterons. In deuterium atoms, because 
the nuclear spin, I=l, three hyperfine sub-levels &=+1,0,-l) 
exist. High polaril;ation can not be expected if only a Sona 
transition is used because of the I==0 state. The theoretical 
maximum polarizations, in this case, are +-2/3 for vector polar- 
ization (p,) and -l/3 for tensor polarization (p,). 

To achieve a high polarization, a new scheme which 
selects a pure nuclear-spin state is necessary. In 1988, 
Schneider and Clcgg[7] proposed a new nuclear-spin slate se- 
lection scheme. Their idea is as follows: After picking up the 
polarized electrons from optically pumped alkali atoms, deute- 
rium atoms are electron-spin polarized, for example, in the state 
of m, =+I/2 as shown in Fig.2. These electron-spin polarized 
deuterium atoms equally populate three hypcrfine sub-levels 
IZ=+l, 0, and -1 in a high magnetic field, which are lab&d the 
states 1.2, and 3, respectively in Fig.2. Using the Sona transi- 
tion, the state 1 (m, =+1/2, IZ=+l) goes to the state 1’ (m, =-l/2, 
Ii-l), the state 2 (m, =+1/2, IZ=O) goes to the staate 2’ (m, =+I/ 
2,1Z=-I), and the state 3 gccs to the state 3’ (m, =+1/2, IZ=O), 
respectively as shown in Fig.2. Therefore, the deuterium at- 
oms with only the hyperfine level of IZ=-1 (state 1’ in Fig. 2) has 
an opposite electron-spin state, “f, ,=- l/2, of the other two sub- 
levels (2’ and 3’) after Sona transltlon. When the alkali atoms 
in the ionizer are also optically pumped and their electrons are 
Lo be spin polarized in the m, =+1/2 state, only deutcrium atoms 
with the electron-spin state of m, =-l/2 ( state 1’ ) can form 
negative ions because of the Pauli exclusion principle. This 
process is shown in Fig.3 schematically. The nuclear-spin 
state of the negative deuterium ions in this case is Ii-l, the 
nuclear vector polarization becomes -1. The nuclear tensor 
polarization is, in this case, -1. Using a proper rf transition 
simultaneously, a pure nuclear tensor polarization of -2 may 
become possible. 

In spite of this possibility of making a highly polarized 
deuteron beam by optical pumping, they concluded eventually 
in their paper that this dual optical pumping scheme might be 
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serious problem and highly polarized deuterons could be ob- 
tained with the dual-pumped scheme.[8] 

1) + Kh(rtJ 
-- I>“( t’ 1, + Rh 

Recently, a preliminary experiment for proving the prin- 
ciple of the dual-pumped scheme has been carried out at KEK. 
The result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The vertical 
axis in the figure presents the nuclear vector polarization of 
negative deuterium ions. The horizontal axis shows the rela- 
tive change of the beam intensity of the negative deuterium ions 

optical pumping of the alkali atoms in the ion- 
Deuterium atoms in only one hyperfine sub- 

level can become negative deuterium ions by picking up polar- 
ized electrons from the optically pumped alkali atoms in the 

I 
l)(‘,Ip) ; 

ionizer. 
1) (1 fi 

Thus, the beam intensity of negative deuterium ions 
depends upon the population of deuterium atoms in each hyper- 
fine sub-level after the Sona transition. This means that the 
deuteron vector polarization (PA and the electron-spin polar- 
ization of optically pumped alkali atoms in the ionizer(P,,) 
affect the beam intensity of negative deuterium ions. These 
values are related each other as expressed in the following 
equation. 

Fig.1 Block diagram of the dual-optically-pumped polarized ion 
source. P,’ -2E/P*oNz( 1-E) . (2) 
not practical because efficient optical pumping of the thick tar- 
get in the ionizer is difficult due to radiation trapping. Radia- 
tion trapping is a re-absorption process of flourescense photons 

Here, E = (IOlr-I~)/IOfF where IO, and Im are the beam intensities 
of negative deutcrium ions when the optical pumping of the al- 

in optical pumping and it limits the maximum polarization of kali atoms in the ionizer is turned off and on, respectively. The 
the pumped atoms. However, their conclusion was qualitative 
and they did not estimate quantitatively the effect of radiation 

solid line in Fig.4 presents the relation between P, and E when 
Pi,, = 1. The closed circle in the figure shows the experi- 

trapping. Recently, WC have re-examined the dual-pumped mental result. The electron-spin polarization of alkali atoms 
scheme in detail and found that radiation trapping was not a 
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Fig.2 Hyperfine sublevels of deuterium atom in Sona 

Fig. 3 Principle of dual-pumped polarized negative deu- 

tetium ion source. 
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Fig.4 Relation between P, and E when P,, = 1. The closed circle 
in the figure shows the experimental result. 

in the ionizer (ProNz) was measured using a Faraday rotation 
method. The errors shown in the figure present the fluctua- 
tions of the data taken at different times. 

In the preliminary experiment, we obtained Pr,= -0.55 +- 
0.04. In the present apparatus where the magnetic field 
strength at the neutralizer is 1. lT, the theoretical maximum po- 
larization is limited to less than 80%. This is because the spin- 
orbit coupling in neutral deuterium atoms, created by picking 
up polarized electrons from the optically pumped alkali atoms 
in the neutralizer, reduces the electron-spin polarization at this 
magnetic field strength. Thus, the obtained deuteron-spin 
polarization was almost 70 % of the maximum limiting value. 
This is very encouraging and it may be said that the dual-opti- 
cally pumped scheme for producing highly polarized negative 
deuterium ions has worked in principle. 

III. CONCLUSION 

A new dual-optically-pumped scheme to obtain a high 
deuteron-spin polarization in an optically pumped polarized ion 
source has been examined in detail. The results of the prelimi- 
nary experiment are very encouraging and it is shown that the 
new scheme, in principle, has worked. It was previousy 
thought that the optically pumped polarized ion source was not 
useful for producing highly polarized deuterons. Our results 
may open up a new possibilities for the optically pumped polar- 
ized ion sources. 

There seems to be no fundamental problem for polarized 
deuteron acceleration in the KEK-PS. 

The authors would like to appreciate Profs. M.Kihara, 
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